assisted content analysis (Leximancer v.3.07).

A total of 145 students participated in this study. Results indicate that students support the EP concept as an effective professional socialization approach. Over 85% of students across all three years and two programs stated in the Week 5 and Week 12 questionnaires that being treated as an EPs is important, engaged students and imparted confidence and that thinking of themselves as EPs motivated student learning and inspired excellence. Students were also convinced that the effectiveness of the EP concept relied not only in students’ self-perceptions but also from staff, who must believe and treat students as evolving professions. Comparison between dentistry students vs. oral health students did not yield any significant differences. Comparison between first year, second year and third year Oral Health students indicated that whilst the third year did support the EP concept, they felt that it was less relevant to them because they have already developed professional confidence, collaborative team skills and effective communication skills but they enjoyed the leadership development opportunities and being peer mentors. In conclusion, dentistry and oral health students perceived that the EP concept is beneficial and important for professional socialization and the development of a positive professional self-identity.
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Mastering the challenge of literacy, numeracy and science education: A critical analysis of the Masters Report

Malcolm Vick and Lai Kuan Lim, James Cook University

The recently released Masters Report, A Shared Challenge: Improving Literacy, Numeracy and Science Learning in Queensland Primary Schools, responds to the Queensland government’s concern about the state’s poor performance in the 2008 NAPLAN and 2007 TIMMS tests. The report contextualises and analyses the problem and formulated five recommendations which are currently under consideration by government.

This paper analyses the Report as a policy document. It draws on understandings of policy as strategic and tactical responses to political contingencies, and an analytical approach which focuses on the ways policies define that problem they appear simply to address. Thus, it seeks to illuminate how the Report frames and represents the ‘problems’ of, and its recommendations for education reform in Queensland.

We draw attention to the Report’s discursive strategies for establishing the truth of its account of the problem, and the relations among different aspects that account, and its recommended solutions. We considers its use of research literature and statistical data, its use of comparative methods, its own primary ‘field’ data, the relations between the comparator countries and the sources used as models for solutions to the problems. The Report’s methodological tools constitute practical strategies for establishing its own regime of truth, which sets the conditions for the acceptance and implementation of its preferred policies and practices.

The paper argues that the Report’s representation of Queensland’s education performance constructs student performance as an issue of teaching quality and a domain of accountability. While the Report recognises a range of social and systemic factors shaping the results, it disregards these in both its definition of the problem and its formulation of recommendations; this involves slippage between analytical considerations of ‘truth’ and political concern about ‘acceptability’. By placing social context out of the frame of analysis, the Report sets the conditions for privileging of particular policy choices, as exemplified by the five recommendations which are directed at teachers’ training, practice, and growth. This analysis, then, illuminates the way the Report forecloses a range of alternative or complementary policy responses to the state of education in Queensland and opens up space for continued discussion of those alternatives.
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